Both multiple objectives and computation-intensive black-box functions often exist simultaneously in engineering design problems. Few of existing multi-objective optimization approaches addresses problems with expensive black-box functions. In this paper, a new method called the Pareto set pursuing (PSP) method is developed.
Introduction
Modern design problems often involve multiple objectives and are thus treated as multi-objective optimization (MOO) problems. In general multi-objective optimization (MOO) methods, excluding methods dealing with uncertainties in MOO, can be roughly categorized into two main classes. The first class of methods converts a MOO problem into a single-objective problem. Such conversion is usually achieved by using either explicit or implicit weights, preferences, utilities, or targets. These methods require a priori selection of weights, preferences, or utilities for each of the objective functions [1] [2] . It can be very difficult to decide which weighting factors should be used in practice for real problems. In addition, these weights may be inadequate in capturing decision makers' preferences.
This class of methods provides information for only one design scenario and lacks of a rigorous method for the weight selection. It is also found that the weighted-sum method is unable to find Pareto points in non-convex regions in the performance space [2] . This class of methods is recently improved by the physical programming method [4] [5] [6] . The second class of methods tries to identify a set of discrete points as an approximation of the Pareto optimal frontier for decision makers without pre-assuming their preferences. The most successful and widely used approaches in this category seem to be evolutionary algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . These methods can generate a large number of Pareto points for decision makers. However, they are usually computationally expensive because a massive number of non-Pareto set points have to be evaluated. A recent detailed survey of MOO methods can be found in Ref. [2] .
For MOO problems involving expensive analysis and simulation processes such as finite element analysis (FEA) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the use of approximation becomes more attractive. Since FEA and CFD processes are based on complex and numerous simultaneous equations, these processes are often treated as "black-box" functions, for which only inputs and outputs are known. Because the complexity of these expensive processes seems to maintain its pace with computing advances, the challenge brought by these computationally expensive black-box functions on optimization should be addressed. For MOO problems involving expensive black-box functions, the computational burden aggravates. Recent approaches to solve MOO problems with black-box functions are to approximate each single objective function or directly approximate the Pareto optimal frontier [13] [14] [15] . The accuracy of the Pareto optimal frontier depends on the accuracy of approximation models. Wilson et al. [13] used the surrogate approximation in lieu of the computationally expensive analyses to explore the multi-objective design space and identify Pareto optimal points, or the Pareto set, from the surrogate. Li et al. [13] used a hyper-ellipse surrogate to approximate the Pareto optimal frontier for bi-criteria convex optimization problems. If the approximation is not sufficiently accurate, then the Pareto optimal frontier obtained using the surrogate approximation will not be a good approximation of the actual Pareto optimal frontier. A latest work by Yang et al. [15] proposed the first framework (as claimed by the authors) managing approximation models in MOO. In the framework, a GA based method is employed with a sequentially updated approximation model. It differs from [13] by updating the approximation model in the optimization process. The fidelity of the identified frontier solutions, however, is still built upon the accuracy of the approximation model. The work in Ref. [15] also suffers from the problems of the GA-based MOO algorithm, i.e., the algorithm has difficulty in finding frontier points near the extreme points (the minimum obtained by considering only one objective function).
This work proposes a Pareto set identification method by "intelligent" progressive sampling. With no a priori preference is needed, this method could automatically sample near the Pareto optimal frontier and rapidly converge to the Pareto set. Before introducing the proposed method, some basic yet important concepts of MOO are reviewed in the next section. The proposed method will be described and its properties will be discussed in Section 4. Section 5 will present numerical studies on a few well-known MOO problems. The proposed method is then applied to an engineering design problem, which will be presented in Section 6. Section 7 will discuss the properties PSP and related issues. Section 8 gives conclusions and future work.
Basic Concepts of Multi-Objective Optimization

Multi-objective Optimization
Multi-objective optimization is a vector optimization problem. A general multi-objective optimization problem is to find design variables that optimize a vector objective function subject to a number of constraints and bounds. The multi-objective optimization is often formulized as follows:
,
Where the components of the multiple objective function vector, , r = 1, …, n. h j (x) are equality constraints and g k (x) are inequality constraints. In this work for the ease of illustration, we define feasible design space as the set of all design points represented by design variables that satisfy constraints. Those points within the feasible design space inclusively are called feasible design points or feasible designs. We define feasible performance space as a set of all objective function values with respect to every feasible design.
Pareto Set
Pareto set [5] is defined as a set of points of Pareto optimality. A vector of x* is Pareto optimal if there exists no feasible vector x that would decrease some objective function without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one objective function. Mathematically, the Pareto optimality is defined as follows: a vector of x* is a Pareto optimum iff, for any x and i,
In general for MOO, the task is to identify Pareto set points. The question is how to judge if a point is in the Pareto set. To address this question, the fitness function is introduced.
Fitness Function
For a given set of design points, a fitness function is defined as [7] : Pareto set points should have a fitness function value in the range of [1, 2] .
Non-Pareto set points have a fitness value in [0, 1); and the higher the fitness function value, the closer the point to the Pareto frontier.
When Pareto set points are closely and evenly distributed, the fitness value of all Pareto set points tends to be 1.
Pareto Set Pursing (PSP) Methodology
The goal of PSP is to directly sample many Pareto solutions (points) to approximate the entire Pareto optimal frontier in an economical manner for MOO problems with computationally expensive blackbox functions. Assuming at the first iteration we start from random sampling for the unknown problem, it is desirable at the next iteration to sample more points closer to the Pareto frontier than further away. If the trend continues, we can sample right on or very close to the frontier. Figure 1 illustrates such a desired sampling scheme, which is to be achieved by the proposed PSP method. Figure 1 An illustration of the desired sampling scheme for PSP.
Before we introduce details of PSP, the sampling guidance function is defined first. How to construct a sampling guidance function to realize the desired sampling scheme as shown in Figure 1 is a key to PSP.
Sampling Guidance Function
As we know, there exists many methods in Statistics to generate a sample from a given probability density function (PDF) [16] . These methods include inverse transformation, acceptance-rejection technique, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), importance sampling, and so on. A recent work is given by Fu and Wang [17] , which can be considered as a Cumulative Density Function (CDF) inverse method. The goal of such sampling is to generate sample points that conform to a given PDF, i.e. more points in the area that has high probability and fewer points in the area that has low probability, as defined by the PDF. Inspired by such sampling, the authors developed a Mode Pursuing Sampling (MPS) method before [18] , which used a variation of the objective function to act as a PDF so that more points are generated in areas having lower objective function value and fewer in other areas. In brief, for an expensive black-box objective function, MPS first constructs an approximation model from a few sample points. It then generates a large number of points from the approximation model, sorts the points, and constructs a cumulative function analogous to CDF by adding up all the function values before the current point in the sorted point set. A sample is then drawn from the point set according to this cumulative function. As a result, more new sample points are generated around the current minimum and less in other regions in the design space. MPS uses Fu and Wang's method [17] to generate a sample from a PDF and is an iterative process. It is in essence a discriminative sampling method with approved convergence. To generalize the sampling idea of MPS, this work gives the definition of a sampling guidance function.
A sampling guidance function of a discrete random variable X is described as a function
which satisfies: Apparently, a sampling guidance function should represent the nature of the problem and reflect one's sampling goal. Thus requirements (ii) and (iii) are then stipulated. If the sampling guidance function is to be used in an iterative process, another desirable feature of a sampling guidance function is to express prior information and be adaptive, which is Requirement (iv). One can note that unlike a PDF, the sampling guidance function doesn't have to satisfy 1 ) (
. A PDF can thus be considered as a special sampling guidance function. The variation of the objective function in MPS [18] is also a sampling guidance function.
In this work, two types of sampling guidance function are developed. One is for the sampling of "cheap" points from the approximation model of each objective function. The other is for the sampling towards the Pareto frontier. Details about these two types of sampling guidance functions will be given in the description of the PSP procedures.
Procedures of the Pareto Set Pursuing (PSP) Strategy
The following illustrates the procedures of PSP to identify the Pareto set points of an n-dimensional MOO problem defined by Eq. (1). Steps of the algorithm are illustrated in Figure 2 , along with stepby-step explanations. A well known MOO problem is taken from the literature to facilitate the explanation of PSP [13] .
Minimize: 
This problem involves 2 design variables (n = 2) and 2 objective functions (m = 2) with 2 constraints and variable bounds. Constraints are often handled in many different ways in optimization, e.g., penalty or Lagrange methods. They can also be treated as special objective functions as in [19] . A detailed survey of constraint handling is in [20] . For the MOO problem defined in Eq. (1), if there is any computation-intensive constraint, we assume that it can be either treated as another objective function, or can be integrated to existing objective functions as a penalty or Lagrange term. To focus on PSP but not losing generality, we concentrate on problems in which all of the objective functions are computationally expensive black-box functions, while constraints are inexpensive functions. Call most widely used response surface model [21] . RBF demonstrates great promise in approximation [22] .
Both QPF and RBF are very simple, intuitive, and easy to construct. RBF fitting passes all the expensive points, prevents unnecessary "curvatures" added to the unknown surface, and preserves the minimum among the expensive points, i.e., } , ,
nature. This feature ensures that more expensive points are generated around the current minimum of f(x), rather than being biased because of the approximation model ) ( x f . Comparatively QPF fitting smoothes the sample data by a quadratic model; it is thus not absolutely loyal to the sample data and does introduce "curvature" to the data. These two sampling methods are automatically alternated during the sampling procedure based on a criterion that will be explained later. It is to be noted that PSP does not dictate the exclusive use of the two models. Moreover, the accuracy of the approximation model, as will be discussed later in Section 7, is less important in PSP than its common use in conventional approximation-based optimization.
An n-D quadratic polynomial model [21] is usually expressed by Eq. (6). is the response. RBF has many forms. This work uses its simplest form, i.e., using k function values f(x (1) ), f(x (2) ),…, f(x (k) ) to fit a linear spline function
such that ) ( ) ( Step
2: Fitness Computation and Current Frontier Points Identification
By using Eq. (3), the fitness value of the evaluated initial sample points are computed and the current frontier points can be identified according to their fitness function values. The average fitness value of all the current frontier points is also computed as it is used as part of the convergence criterion. It is to be noted that the current frontier is to be updated as the procedure continues. In Figure 3 P 1 , P 2 , and P 3
are identified as the current frontier points. Approximation models for both f 1 and f 2 are then generated by using Eqs. (6) or (7). Figure 3 Initial points generated for the example problem with identified current frontier points.
Step 3: Objective Functions' Fitting and Sampling on Single Objective Functions
The goal of this step is to generate a large number of "cheap" points from each approximation model independently, in preparation for the sampling of the frontier points in the performance space. First we use the np evaluated function values f i (x (1) ), f i (x (2) ),…, f i (x (np) ) (i =1, 2, …, m) to gain the coefficients of the approximation model ) ( x f i , a n-D quadratic polynomial model Eq. (6) or a linear spline function Eq. (7). We could perform random sampling to get the desired large number of "cheap" points.
Alternatively can thus adapt to increasingly richer information. Therefore, ) ( x z i satisfy all of the four requirements for the sampling guidance function; and it is the first type of sampling guidance function used in this work. The other type is for the sampling of frontier set points which will be discussed later.
An equal number of sample points, e.g., 100, are drawn independently according to each objective function's sampling guidance function ) ( x z i
. As a result, we will have m× 100 number of cheap points.
It is to be noted although there are more sample points drawn from function f i having small function values of f i , these points might have large function values of f j , j i ≠ , and vice versa. If the point leading to min(f i ) is identified, this point will be at one of the vertices of the Pareto frontier in the performance space and is usually called an extreme point. Therefore, by independently pursuing the minimum of each objective function, we have a mixture of m× 100 points potentially covering all of the extreme points on the Pareto frontier. By doing so, the difficulties of GA-based algorithms in identifying extreme points as found in [15] can be overcome.
Step (3). For the combined point set, points having a fitness value larger than or equal to 1 will be used for the sampling in the next step. Other points are discarded as these points are likely non-frontier points.
Step 5: Sampling Frontier Points
The frontier points obtained from Step . It is also used to sample more points in regions at which the fitness value is higher, because the higher the fitness value, 14 the more likely Pareto set points exist. 
, …, etc. from the L frontier points are drawn, guided by the ) ( x z function. To determine the number of to-be-drawn points, a simple heuristics is used in this work. If the ratio of L and the number of the current frontier points in the last iteration is less than 2, L points are drawn. If the ratio is between 2 and 4, the same number of the current frontier points is drawn. Otherwise, a double number of the frontier points in the last iteration are drawn. All the new sample points form a new sample set.
If the drawn points have been evaluated before or repetitive, they are discarded from the new sample set to avoid re-evaluation.
Step 6: Function Evaluation for New Sample Points
The points in the new sample set obtained from Step 5 are evaluated by calling expensive black-box functions. Figure 4 Sample points at the end of the 1 st iteration for the example problem.
For the example problem, in total 200 cheap points are generated independently from each approximation model at Step 3. These 200 points are also evaluated by all the approximated objective models. They are then combined with points P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 to calculate fitness function values. Among all these points, points having fitness values larger than or equal to 1 are chosen as a new point set.
New samples are drawn from this point set as shown in Figure 4 by performing Step 5. The '+' symbol indicates locations of the new sample points PN1, PN2 and PN3, after expensive function evaluations.
Step 7: Combining New Sample Points with Expensive Frontier Points from the Last Iteration and Identification of the New Frontier Set
At this step, the newly evaluated sample points PN1, PN2 and PN3 are then combined with formerly evaluated expensive frontier points P1, P2, and P3 shown in Figure 3 . Fitness values of this combined point set are then calculated and the frontier points are identified as the final frontier points of this iteration. It is easy to see that PN1, PN2 and PN3 will replace the previous P1, P2, and P3 as the new frontier points. All of the final frontier points are evaluated expensive points. All points evaluated by expensive function evaluations, in this case PN1, PN2, PN3 and the initial 6 points, will participate the modeling of each objective function at the 2 nd iteration.
Step 8: Checking Convergence
If the convergence criteria are met, the procedure terminates; otherwise, back to Step 3. Figure 5 shows all of the evaluated sample points and converged frontier points with respect to the feasible performance space for the example problem. As one can see that the converged frontier points override the real Pareto frontier, even at the singular point at the left upper corner. These points also distribute closely and evenly across the entire curve. The ratio of Pareto points obtained over the total number of sample points is high. Since the proposed method calls random processes, 10 independent runs have been carried out. Similar accuracy and efficiency have been achieved in all of the 10 runs. Detailed results on this test function will be reported in Section 5. Figure 5 Performance space, evaluated points, and Pareto set points for the example problem.
Convergence criteria
Because no property of a black-box function is available, it is unlikely to develop a rigorous convergence criterion such as Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Many direct search algorithms use the maximum number of iterations or allowable budget as the criterion, e.g., [23] . This work applies two convergence criteria. The first can be thought of as a criterion along the vertical direction, which measures the progress of iterations. It is similar to the one used in [15] , i.e., the difference between frontier points after two consecutive iterations is sufficiently small. Assuming (PS) k is the frontier point set at the k-th iteration, n(PS) k,k+1 is the total number of points in (PS) k that also exist in (PS) k+1 , and n(PS) k+1 is the total number of points in (PS) k+1 . Then 
Approximation Model Alternation
At Step 3, QPF and RBF models are automatically alternated to take the advantages of both and make the algorithm more efficient. There are two criteria for alternation. In general QPF is used in the earlier stages because QPF emphasizes more on predicting the overall trend than linear RBF. RBF is used in the later stages because it is more loyal to sample points. The earlier and later stages are marked by evaluating the average fitness value of current frontier points, k G , as compared against the desired convergence criterion for d G , e. g. 1.001, plus a constant deviation δ (=0.05 in this work).
, which indicates that the current frontier is far from convergence so that it is regarded as an earlier stage, QPF is used. Otherwise, RBF is used. The second criterion is based on the number of new sample points. Models are alternated to speed up if the number of new sample points generated after an iteration is less than a given small constant.
Numerical Studies
The proposed PSP method is tested with a number of well-known MOO problems taken from the literature. Three test problems are chosen. The first is a convex, bi-objective MOO problem. The second, as described by Eq. (5), has a non-smooth Pareto frontier featured by a singular Pareto point.
The third is a highly non-linear problem with 3 objectives. PSP is then applied to a real engineering design problem. The formulas of the test problems are as below.
Problem 1 [13] .
Minimize:
Problem 2 is the example problem defined by Eq. (5).
. Table 1 , along with the result for the panel design problem which will be described in the next section. The total number of expensive function evaluations for each problem equals to the number of evaluated points times the number of objective functions, m. As one can see from the table, the total number of expensive points is small for all problems.
Considering the small number of iterations, parallel computation could be potentially implemented.
Among the modest number of sample points, the ratio of converged frontier points to the total number of sample points are more than 60% for all the test problems. The low ratio of the panel design problem will be discussed later. PSP is also found robust with small variations on the point ratio between 
Multi-objective Optimization for Fuel Cell Component Design
The multiple function panel is a key component of a patented Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel stack [26] . The panel consists of a copper fin sandwiched between two square flat copper sheets. 
Subject to:
f denotes the ratio of the difference between the panel's real deformation and the ideal deformation over the ideal deformation under a given pressure, P. E is the Young's modulus of copper. 2 f is the exit air temperature from the panel, which is to be maximize for the radiation purpose. findht is a program which finds the exit air temperature, which can be 22 considered as a black-box function. Details of the program can be found in Ref. [26] . Results obtained by the Pareto-Set-Pursuing method are listed in Table 1 . Figure 9 Performance space, evaluated points, Pareto set points for the panel design. Figure 9 illustrates the results. The unit for f 2 is Kelvin. Values of f 2 are listed as negative as the optimization process minimizes the negative of f 2 for maximization. One can see from Table 1 that the ratio of Pareto set points is not very high for this problem. It is because the performance space is discontinuous with long narrow "tails". It took extra expenses to generate sample points in the upper left region of the Pareto set.
Discussions
Features of PSP
One can possibly observe from the PSP procedure that PSP has following two properties: 1) as PSP always samples in the entire design space, every Pareto set point has a probability to be drawn and this probability is much higher than that of non-Pareto set points, according to the sampling guidance function; 2) as the iteration continues, points in (PS) k will be closer to the real Pareto frontier than those in (PS) k-1 , and thus PSP converges to the real Pareto frontier if sampling continues to infinity. From test results and the design application, the proposed PSP method demonstrates great efficiency for MOO problems. By reflecting the PSP process and especially its sampling strategy, it is found that a reduction of search space is inherent by utilizing the nature of the Pareto set. Let's still use the example in Eq. (5) PSP only draws sample points from current frontier points (though they are a mix of real points and predicted points), it implies that roughly only the shaded regions in Figure 11 are explored further in the entire performance space. The rest of the regions are excluded. In this way the search space from the perspective of performance shrinks a great deal by using only two points. By continuing sampling in the shaded area in Figure 11 , new frontier points can be identified and the shaded area will be further shrunk. Therefore, in brief, because of the characteristics of the Pareto set, the PSP sampling discards dominated regions in the performance space and thus converges rapidly. Figure 11 Sample points in the performance space at the 1 st iteration
In the process of PSP development, an alternative method to generate initial sample points is explored.
That is, we run optimization on each single objective function regardless of other objectives. The optimum of each objective function is used as initial sample points for PSP. In theory these optima are in the Pareto set. By searching for these optima, it is expected that PSP can be sped up. It is found through testing that there is no obvious improvement on the convergence speed of PSP. Furthermore, the optimization processes used to find initial points consume many expensive function evaluations.
Overall, this idea requires more function evaluations with no apparent benefits.
Comparison of PSP with Other Approximation-based Methods
Current state-of-art approximation-based methods strive to build an accurate approximation model [13, 15] , on which the Pareto frontier is searched. Using the method in Ref. [13] as an example of these methods, its procedure is illustrated in Figure 12a , which is adapted from Ref. [13] . In contrast, the procedure of PSP is simply illustrated in Figure 12b . As one can see that PSP 1) does not need to validate the approximation model as the model is only used to guide the sampling; 2) no third-party optimization algorithm such as GA is called in PSP; and 3) no verification of the frontier points is required since all the identified frontier points in PSP have been evaluated in the process. The buildaccurate-model-first approach as in Ref. [13] could be efficient when the black-box function is simple and of low dimension. However, the cost to identify and validate the model could be high, especially when the model is complex. Ref. [23] stated that it was almost impossible to inexpensively construct an accurate approximation model for high-dimensional problems, thus the reliance on the accuracy of approximation model raises concerns. PSP provides an alternative in which the approximation accuracy is not critical but the Pareto frontier points can still be efficiently obtained. other. If all the points in one set are dominated by the points in the other, we can safely conclude that the latter is a better solution set. But the more likely is that only some points in one set are dominated by points in the other. In this case, it is almost impossible to establish an objective criterion to compare the quality of the two [27] . The same is true if both sets are real Pareto sets and therefore no point is dominated by any other point in either set. Given such difficulties, our result is thus only compared visually with the real frontier generated by evaluating a fine grid of points as shown in Figures 5-7 , 9.
Conclusion
This work presents a new multi-objective optimization (MOO) method, the Pareto Set Pursuing (PSP) method. PSP is especially suitable for design problems involving expensive black-box functions, though it could also be used as a general-purpose MOO method. This approach provides decision makers with a set of Pareto set for choices without any a priori knowledge of the objective functions or preferences. Solutions obtained by this method can reflect the entire Pareto optimal frontier, even when the frontier surface is highly non-linear, e.g., non-convex or concave. This approach also automatically captures the Pareto optimal frontier without calling any formal optimization process. It uses approximation to guide the sampling process only and does not demand an accurate approximation model. Through tests and applications, PSP is found robust and efficient, and the Pareto set points found by PSP are real or close-to-real Pareto set points and spread closely and evenly over the entire Pareto optimal frontier. The defined sampling guidance function may be useful for developing other discriminative sampling schemes for various purposes.
Future research will examine closely the applicability of PSP to high-dimensional problems with many design objectives, how to compare PSP with other direct search MOO methods, and how PSP can be improved by replacing the random sampling with more controlled sampling methods such as Latin
Hypercube sampling, and so on.
